Abstract-We show via an equivalence of mathematical programs that a support vector (SV) algorithm can be translated into an equivalent boosting-like algorithm and vice versa. We exemplify this translation procedure for a new algorithm -one-class leveraging -starting from the one-class support vector machine (1-SVM). This is a first step towards unsupervised learning in a boosting framework. Building on so-called barrier methods known from the theory of constrained optimization, it returns a function, written as a convex combination of base hypotheses, that characterizes whether a given test point is likely to have been generated from the distribution underlying the training data. Simulations on one-class classification problems demonstrate the usefulness of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boosting methods have successfully been applied to classification problems [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] and more recently also to regression estimation [7] , [8] , [9] . Their high accuracy, ease of implementation, and wide applicability has placed them in the standard toolbox of machine learning, next to neural networks [10] , [11] , [12] and kernel based learning methods like support vector machines (SVMs) [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] .
The present paper focuses on two points. On the algorithmic side we will propose a boosting-like one-class classification algorithm based on a technique called barrier optimization (standard books on optimization, e.g. [21] ). In one-class classification one trains on unlabeled data, trying to assess whether a test point is likely to belong to the distribution underlying the training data (cf. [22] , [23] ). This problem of unsupervised learning can be thought of as a simplified version of the problem of density estimation. One-class classification has so far been studied in the context of SVMs [22] , [23] , [24] , but not for boosting. In fact, and this is the second focus of this article, we will derive our boosting-like algorithms by using an equivalence between SVM and boosting on the level of the mathematical programs underlying both these algorithms. The general connection has already been described by e.g. Schapire et. al. [25] , [26] and is nowadays considered a folklore statement in the boosting community. In the present work, we attempt to further elaborate on this insight by developing a general mechanism to convert SVMlike algorithms to boosting-like algorithms and vice versa.
A potential advantage of using a boosting-like one-class classifier and other boosting-like techniques is that prior knowledge can be used for the choice of the base hypotheses or weak learners. It is often easier to incorporate prior knowledge into a weak learner than, e.g., into a kernel function of SVM. Specifically, in the context of one-class classification it is advantageous to work with interpretable simple base hypotheses, e.g. decision stumps or linear cuts, as this makes it possible to extract simple and interpretable rules from the decision boundary (cf. Section V).
The next section recapitulates some connections between boosting and SVMs and presents the general recipe to convert a SVM-like algorithm to a boosting-like algorithm. Using this relation, we first derive a linear programming formulation of the one-class problem in Section III and then develop a boostinglike technique in Section IV, building upon results of [8] that connect boosting to barrier optimization techniques. The experimental Section V shows the validity of our approach. Finally, we give some brief conclusions.
II. SVMS AND BOOSTING
In the next two subsections we will review some basic ideas and the corresponding optimization problems of SVMs and boosting methods. Then we will show the relation between both approaches and discuss why different norms have to be used for SVMs and boosting. Here´Ü ½ Ý ½ µ ´Ü AE Ý AE µ ¾ ¢ ½ ·½ denotes our training sample of size AE for some set Ê Ñ . See Appendix I for a summary of the notation used in this paper.
A. Support Vector Machines
Consider a Â-dimensional feature space which is a subset of Ê Â (where Â ¾ AE ½ ), and a mapping¨ . In a support vector (SV) setting, any¨corresponds to a Mercer kernel ´Ü Ü ¼ µ ´¨´Üµ ¡¨´Ü ¼ µµ implicitly computing the dot product in . The goal of SVMs is to find some separating hyperplane described by a vector Û in feature space :
Û´Ü µ ´Û ¡¨´Üµµ
Finding the hyperplane can be cast as a quadratic optimization problem [13] :
subject to Ý Ò´Û ¡¨´Ü Ò µµ ½ Ò ½ AE (1) where for simplicity we have omitted the bias/offset. One selects the hyperplane from a set with small (VC) capacity [14] , which in this case can be achieved by maximizing the margin. Here, the margin ¾ Û ¾ is defined as the minimum ¾ -distance over all training points to the separating hyperplane.
More generally, the margin of an example´Ü Ò Ý Ò µ can be defined as the Õ -distance of the pattern to a given separating hyperplane. A positive margin corresponds to a correct classification and the larger the margin, the larger the "confidence" [25] , [27] , [14] that the classifier correctly classifies the given input. The connection between the Õ -margin of a pattern and the term Ý Ò´Û ¡¨´Ü Ò µµ is given by Theorem 1 (Mangasarian [28] ) Let Therefore, maximizing the minimal Õ -distance of the training patterns to the separating hyperplane is equivalent to solving the following optimization problem [28] :
Ý Ò´Û ¡¨´Ü Ò µµ Ò ½ AE Û Ô ½ (3) with the conditions on Ô and Õ as in the theorem above. For Ô Õ ¾ this turns out to be equivalent to solving problem (1) .
In this case, it has been shown [13] that the solution Û can be expressed as a linear combination of the training patterns using some positive coefficients :
It turns out that the coefficient vector is usually sparse. However, this does not hold for the weight vector Û in feature space.
B. Boosting
Now we consider boosting algorithms [29] , [30] , [31] . Here, we will in particular focus on the Arc-GV algorithm [32] . For AdaBoost [31] similar connections can be made (see the discussion in [8] and also [33] (5) where Û is the vector of the hypothesis weights to be found. This is done by (i) calling a base learner Ä that selects a hypothesis Ø in each iteration Ø and then (ii) computing the corresponding hypothesis weight Û Ø ¼ (cf. [31] ). The base learner Ä is given the training set and a set of weights Ø Ø ½ Ø AE ℄, which are updated in each iteration Ø -starting from a uniform distribution. Ä ideally finds the hypothesis ¾ À that minimizes the weighted training error (cf. weighted minimization in [32] ). At the end of the algorithm the hypothesis weights Û are normalized, such that they sum to ½. For details on how the weights and Û Ø are computed in AdaBoost and Arc-GV, cf. [31] and [32] , respectively. Arc-GV has been shown 1 asymptotically [32] to find the linear combination that solves a linear optimization problem (LP) which is commonly stated as:
where Ê · denotes the non-negative half-space of Ê. The solution Û of (6) has been found to be sparse, i.e. very few base hypotheses of À are combined in Eq. (5) [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [35] . This number can be bounded by the number of patterns AE (independently of the size of À), but is usually much smaller. 3 
C. Connections between Boosting and SVMs
It is a common folklore statement and has already been pointed out e.g. in [25] , [26] that boosting and SVMs are "essentially the same" except for the way they measure the margin or the way they optimize their weight vector: SVMs use the ¾ -norm and boosting employs an ½ -norm. One might think that this solely influences the imposed regularization. In the following we will recall this connection, making it more explicit. We will show that SVMs and boosting use two unique strategies to handle high or even infinite dimensional spaces. First, SVMs need to use the ¾ -norm to implicitly compute scalar products in feature space with the help of the kernel trick. No other norm can be expressed in terms of scalar products. Boosting, in contrast, performs the computation explicitly in feature space. This is well-known to be prohibitive if the solution Û is not sparse, as the feature space might be very high or even infinite dimensional, depending on the size of the base hypothesis set. Therefore the ½ -norm or another sparseness inducing regularization functional (e.g. [40] ) is mandatory. Boosting relies on the fact that there are only a few hypotheses necessary to express the solution, which boosting tries to find during each iteration. Basically, boosting considers only the most salient dimensions in the feature space spanned by the hypotheses and can therefore be very efficient. Also on the level of the mathematical programs we can see the relation between boosting and SVMs: (3) and (6) are clearly similar for Ô ½. To make this explicit, note that any countable hypothesis set À implies a mapping¨bÿ Ü ½´Ü µ Â´Ü µ℄
½ This is also believed (cf. [34] , [32] , [8] ) to be true for AdaBoost, if the problem is separable, i.e.
¼, and one employs weighted minimization (for a discussion see [35] ).
¾ We added the constraints Û ¼, often used in the context of boosting.
If one assumes closure under complementation of the hypothesis set À, then adding the constraints Û ¼ does not change the solution.
¿ The reason for the induced sparseness is the fact that vectors far from the coordinate axes are "larger" with respect to the ½ -norm than with respect to Ô-norms with Ô ½. 
III. FROM ONE-CLASS SVMS TO ONE-CLASS-LPS

A. One-Class-SVMs
Over the last years, SVMs have been generalized in various ways to deal with a number of different learning problems, e.g. also the problem of unsupervised learning, i.e., where the data are unlabeled [20] , [41] . One could hold the view that unsupervised learning is essentially synonymous with density estimation, for, once a density has been estimated, all other statistical properties of the regularity underlying the data can readily be deduced. However, density estimation in high-dimensional spaces is known to be hard. Moreover, not all distributions necessarily possess a density. These considerations formed the motivation for the one-class SVM (1-SVM) approach of [22] . It deals with a problem which is easier than density estimation: the problem of (given data) estimating regions of high probability (e.g., the support or a certain quantile of a distribution). In a nutshell, the goal is to estimate a region which will contain a large fraction of the training data while keeping the value of some regularizer small. 5 In [22] , this regularizer is a SV style large margin regularizer.
Geometrically, this amounts to finding some hyperplane Û ¾ that separates the unlabeled training data from the origin at some threshold , i.e. one estimates a function Û´Ü µ ´Û ¡¨´Üµµ and decides that a pattern Ü belongs to the one class whenever Û´Ü µ . To find Û and the threshold , the following quadratic program is used:
The optimization problem incorporates the intuition that we would like to have a large fraction of training patterns satisfying Û´Ü µ , while still having a small regularization term Û ¾ ¾ [14] . The parameter ¾´¼ ½℄ controls the trade-off and, as we will show below, the fraction of points in the estimated region. A related approach (called support vector data description -SVDD) is proposed in [23] , where one is not seeking a hyperplane, but a hypersphere which contains as many as possible of the training data while keeping the radius small. When using A similar line of reasoning is given in [25] , [26] . Here, the ½ -norm in Boosting is motivated by a bound on the generalization error, which relies on the fact that the examples in feature space have small ½-norm. In SVMs, however, one assumes that there exists a small ¾ -ball around the data. One then exploits this fact for corresponding generalization error bounds.
For a suitably chosen regularizer, this will then imply that the region also contains a certain fraction of the test data; see [22] for details.
Typical applications of such one-class approaches are in novelty detection and condition monitoring. In applications of the latter type, it is often the case that negative data (e.g., measurements of a power plant which has left the "normal" range) are very rare, expensive, or even impossible, in which case it is desirable to learn a description from the positive data only, which can later be used to assess whether a novel point is likely to have been generated by the same process as the training data. radial basis function (RBF) kernels, this has been shown to be equivalent to the current approach [22] .
B. A Linear Programming Approach
As we intend to consider high-dimensional feature spaces , it can be prohibitive to have non-sparse solution vectors Û when explicitly carrying out computations in . We do not want to be forced to take all Â dimensions into account to decide whether a new pattern Ü belongs to the one class or not.
We therefore propose to modify the regularization term on the weight vector Û to the ½ -norm in feature space induced by the hypothesis set, as the ½ -norm used in (8) instead of the ¾ -norm implies sparsity in the solution vector Û (see discussion in Section II-B). Thus, we obtain the following optimization problem:
where we have to fix Û ½ ½ because the objective is -unlike (8) -linear in Û ½ and the optimal solution would otherwise be trivial (Û ¼) or unbounded ( Û ½ ½). Note that there exists another version of (9) which instead of Û ½ ½ uses ½. It can be shown to possess the same solution set, provided the optimal solution of (9) satisfies ¼ [35] .
It is furthermore worthwhile to observe that the solutions of (8) and (9) have the -property (shown for (8) in [22] 
Proposition 2: Assume the solution of (9) satisfies ¼.
Then the following statement holds:
Á´ Û´ÜÒ µ µ (10) where Á´¡µ is the indicator function, taking the value ½ if its argument is true and ¼ otherwise (cf. Appendix I).
Statement (10) is equivalent to the conjunction of the following two statements (i) is at least as large as the fraction of outliers (i.e. training points Ü Ò with Û´ÜÒ µ ).
(ii) is no larger than the fraction of training points which are not inside (i.e. outside, or on the boundary of) the estimated region (i.e. points Ü Ò with Û´ÜÒ µ ).
The proof is analogous to the ones in [22] , [42] : Proof: Since is a variable of the optimization problem, the solution in particular is optimal with respect to and . We now fix Û and vary , observing how the value of the objective function changes. Start from some value of larger than the optimal one. If we decrease , the term increases proportionally to . On the other hand, the term ½ AE È AE Ò ½ Ò in (9) will decrease proportionally to the fraction of points that have a nonzero Ò (the outliers), since all these Ò values can be decreased by the same amount as while still satisfying the constraints. As long as the fraction of outliers is greater than , it pays off to decrease , since in this case, the effect of the second term is larger than the first one. Therefore, also at the optimum, we know that the fraction of outliers is no more than .
On the other hand, if we increase , starting from some small value, we will have to correspondingly increase all Ò which either are nonzero or which correspond to points that are precisely at the boundary (i.e., for which´Û ¡¨´Ü Ò µµ ). By the same argument as above, we see that at the optimum, the fraction of points which are either outliers or on the boundary of the estimated region will be at least .
Here, we would like to emphasize that in particular in unsupervised learning it is important to have interpretable regularization constants, as the model selection for this case poses a difficult problem (e.g., even if we are given validation data, as long as these are unlabeled, it is unclear how to trade off the size of the estimated region with the fraction of validation points that lie inside it). In practice, the parameter can often be selected from the knowledge about the problem at hand (see also Section V-C).
A similar algorithm has been proposed independently by [24] , where one finds the additional term È AE Ò ½ Û´ÜÒ µ in the objective. The -property also holds for this case and the derivations of a boosting-like algorithm in the following sections can be adapted easily.
From Eq. (7), any mapping¨induces some hypothesis space À Ê ½ Â . Thus, we can easily replace´Û ¡¨´Ü Ò µµ by È Â ½ Û ´Ü Ò µ in the inequality constraints of (9) . We furthermore assume that ´Ü Ò µ ¾ ½ ½℄ (as usual) and that the hypothesis space is complementation closed.
Then we can enforce Û ¼ ( ½ Â) without changing the problem and get the following linear optimization problem:
which looks similar to the one solved by Arc-GV (cf. Eq. (6)).
IV. LEVERAGING APPROACHES
In the last section we have obtained a linear programming formulation of the one-class problem which will now serve as a basis for deriving a boosting-like algorithm. Despite the fact that this algorithm will not have the PAC-boosting property [43] , it works very similar to AdaBoost. However, being pedantic about not confusing the terms, we will use "leveraging" first introduced in [44] instead of "boosting".
Principally, any leveraging approach selects iteratively one hypothesis ¾ À at a time and then updates the weight vector Û, which can be implemented in different ways. There are essentially two alternatives: (i) Ideally, one solves the optimization problem for all hypothesis coefficients that have already been selected in last iterations, as proposed by [45] , [46] , [9] . Another -greedy -approach is used by the original AdaBoost/Arc-GV algorithm:
(ii) Here, one updates only the weight of the last hypothesis selected, while minimizing some exponential cost function [32] , [47] , [48] , [39] . It has been shown that this relates to coordinate descent methods [49] , [50] , [35] , barrier optimization techniques [8] , [35] and to the Bregman algorithm [51] , [52] , [53] , [35] .
In the next section we consider as an example two leveraging approaches for each of these two categories and adapt them to the one-class problem. However, it will turn out that both of these approaches have certain drawbacks. Finally, in Section IV-B we will develop our new method which tries to combine the advantages of the two approaches while avoiding their shortcomings.
A. -Arc and Column-Generation for AdaBoost
Note that the formulation in Eq. (11) is very similar to the problems underlying -Arc [42] and Column-GenerationAdaBoost (CG-AdaBoost) [9] . The difference is simply that the label Ý Ò appears as an additional factor on the left hand side of the constraints (cf. Eq. (6)) -which we do not have available in unsupervised learning.
The first one-class boosting-like approach is based on a reformulation of (11) as a min-max problem. Such problems can be solved by the -Arc algorithm which, in turn, employs Arc-GV. The second approach is based on column-generation, a technique borrowed from mathematical programming. We do not go into much detail in this section since the proposed methods primarily serve as a motivation for the barrier approach proposed in Section IV-B.
The first approach -one-class -Arc -is based on the observation that the Arc-GV algorithm used by -Arc maximizes the minimum margin. The maximum margin problem is a minmax problem. Following the ideas in [42] , one reformulates (11) as a min-max-problem:
which has the same solution as (11) . The idea of -Arc as presented in [42] for supervised learning, is to use Arc-GV to solve a version of (12) that uses labels, motivated by the fact that it is able to solve the particular min-max problem (6) . In order to do this, we proposed to replace all occurrences of the hypothesis output È Â ½ Û ´Ü Ñ µ in Arc-GV by another quantity (a soft margin) [39] , [35] . Applied to the current case, one would use the left hand side of the constraints in (12) , which are continually given to the Arc-GV algorithm (for details, especially on -Arc, see [42] and [35] ). Then Arc-GV computes -as before -the weighting of the training set to obtain the next hypothesis and computes its weight by minimizing a certain error function. So, Arc-GV is "exploited" as an optimization tool to solve the min-max problem (12) for large hypothesis classes. However, it is not known whether such an algorithm always converges to the optimal solution of (12). The Column-Generation approach for AdaBoost [9] starts with the dual problem of a linear program that is similar to (11) and (6) and uses a technique well-known in the optimization community -Column Generation (e.g. [54] ). Let us just briefly recapitulate this algorithm and show how it could be applied to our modified problem. The dual of (11) (13) exactly, e.g. by using a simplex method. As in the original boosting algorithm in each iteration it generates a pattern weighting Ø , that is used to find the next hypothesis. From (13) it can easily be seen that the hypothesis of choice is the one that makes most progress, i.e. the one with largest È AE Ò ½ Ò ´Ü Ò µ -called the edge in supervised learning [32] . Clearly, if all hypotheses have been added, the problem is solved. Due to the smart selection rule and the sparseness of the solution, the convergence of this algorithm is often faster and at some point there is no hypothesis left which would change the current solution, i.e. for all
we have that È AE Ò ½ Ò ´Ü Ò µ ¯. Then the algorithm is converged to the solution of the full problem. Note that one has to be careful with the definition of the primal problem in the case of infinite hypothesis spaces; for a regression setting this has been considered in [55] and [35] .
So far, we have presented two new approaches based on boosting techniques used for supervised learning. The first approach has the advantage that it is easy to implement; however, there is no guarantee of convergence to the optimal solution. The second approach guarantees convergence and has, empirically, fast performance [9] , but it is impossible to implement without the availability of a (very) good LP-solver. Therefore, we will not go into further details of these algorithms although there might be situations in which they can be useful. Instead, we rather take them as motivation to develop in the following sections a different, new method based on the work in [8] using barrier optimization techniques combining both algorithms and most of their advantages while avoiding their disadvantages.
B. A One-Class Barrier Algorithm
In [8] we have found that boosting algorithms such as AdaBoost and Arc-GV can be explained by barrier optimization techniques (see also [35] ). Here we are going to use the same techniques to solve the one-class problem and show the convergence of our algorithm.
Let us very briefly recall some basic statements about barrier optimization. The goal of barrier optimization is to find an optimal solution of the problem Ñ Ò Ü¾Ë ´Üµ with Ë Ü ´Üµ ¼ ½ Ñ
For ease of notation we will denote by Ø the hypothesis that is selected in the Ø-th iteration and by the -th hypothesis in the hypothesis set À. We use the same notation for the corresponding weights ÛØ and Û , respectively.
where is a convex function over the non-empty convex set Ë of feasible solutions. This problem can be solved using a socalled barrier function. The ÜÔ-barrier function (cf. [56] , [57] , [58] ) is a particular useful choice [8] for our purposes,
where ¬ ¼ denotes a penalty parameter. By finding a sequence of (unconstrained) minimizers to (14) , using any sequence of ¬'s with ¬ ¼, it can be shown that these minimizers converge to a global solution of the original problem (e.g. [56] ). The conditions for convergence are even more relaxed as shown in the following: 
i.e.
Ü ¬Ø´Ü
Ø µ AE Ø . Then, for AE Ø ¬ Ø Ø ½ ¼ every limit point of Ü Ø Ø¾AE is a solution to (14) .
Let us now apply the ÜÔ-barrier technique to problem (11) .
We get the following barrier functional:
where AE Ò È Â ½ Û ´Ü Ò µ. We have omitted the terms corresponding to the constraints Û ½ ½ and Û ¼ as we will maintain them outside the barrier-optimization. In order to reduce the number of variables to be optimized, we find the optimal slack variables Ò by minimizing (16) for a given ¬, Û and by setting ¬ ¼ and solving for . We obtain a closed form solution: (17) which -as expected 7 (17) into (16) we obtain the following simplified barrier objective:
which does not contain the variables Ò anymore. We therefore have only Â · ½ variables left to optimize. Furthermore, this functional form is very similar to the loss used in logistic regression (cf. [11] , [47] , [53] ; in our case it has just the additional offset and the scaling factor ¬).
Usually, in a barrier algorithm one would optimize all Â · ½ parameters directly until the desired precision is reached This becomes clear by (12) and Section IV-A.
(cf. Proposition 3). But this requires to know all hypotheses in À in advance. Thus, we will propose a leveraging algorithm that finds one new hypothesis Ø and its weight Û Ø Û Ø in each iteration. Then there is only one parameter, Û Ø , to be determined in each iteration. In proving the convergence one exploits that one only needs a AE-minimizer for ¬ . It will turn out that the base-learner helps to estimate the ½ -norm of the gradient. At Û ¼ ¼ the function is not differentiable and one needs to use sub-gradients. However, to make the notation not overly heavy, we try to avoid them in this presentation and only note, that it is possible to make the derivations exact.
8 Also note, if Û ¼ ¼, the gradient with respect to Û ¼ is as in (19) , where the sign of ´Ü Ò µ is flipped.
For simplicity we will use Û instead of Û ¼ for the next sections, while having in mind that we use the above mentioned projection into the simplex. We will always evaluate the gradient at a weight vector Û that satisfies Û ½ ½ and Û ¼.
We can therefore apply Lemma 4 and omit the term Û ¼ ½ ½ in front of the sum in (19) when computing the gradient.
We conclude this section with the following: (21) where the Ò 's are as in (20) . To reduce ¬ iteratively (for some fixed ¬) one may choose the hypothesis Ø with the most negative gradient component, i.e.
where Û denotes the weight for the hypothesis . In (22) one finds the hypothesis that is most responsible for the size of the duality gap since Ñ Ü ¾À Û ¬ is the duality gap between the primal problem (18) and its dual (cf. Appendix III-C). It is therefore always non-negative.
The sum in (22) is often called the edge of the hypothesis [32] . In supervised boosting techniques, maximizing the edge corresponds to minimizing the training error using the pattern weighting . In order to find the hypothesis in the unsupervised setting, the scalar-product between the weight vector and the hypothesis outputs needs to be maximized (cf. Section IV-D).
The selection rule (22) is related to the so-called GaussSouthwell method [21] , [59] on the full problem (see also [35] ). Here one also selects a coordinate with largest gradient component. For our proof of convergence (shown later) we actually need to assume less on the base learner. It is allowed to return a hypothesis with some large, but not necessarily the largest edge. More formally, the base learner needs to return a hypothesis Ø that satisfies (23) where is a continuous and strictly monotonically increasing function with ´¼µ ¼. For instance, this could be ´Üµ AEÜ for some small AE ¼. Then the base learner only needs to return a hypothesis with edge only slightly higher than the edge of the combined hypothesis. This is a hypothesis that has a positive left hand side in (23), as long as one has not reached optimality. This is indeed the least one can require from the base learner. If the base learner satisfies (23), we say it is -optimal.
There are in fact many other criteria that could be used to formulate conditions on the base learner. For a detailed analysis of conditions on the base learner to achieve different rates of convergence see [35] (see also [59] , [53] , [50] ). Obviously, if ´Üµ Ü, then one would expect the fastest convergence.
However, we are not going to exploit this fact here and consider the general -optimality condition as defined above for arbitrary functions .
B.3 Finding the Weights
When the hypothesis Ø has been found, its weight Û Ø is computed. Essentially, this works as in AdaBoost:
The space Ë Ø´ÛØ ½ µ is chosen such that the constraints Û ½ ½ and Û ¼ are fulfilled, i.e.
Ë Ø´ÛØ ½ µ ´½ µÛ Ø ½ · Ø ¾ ¼ ½℄ (25) where Ø is the Ø-th unit vector. Here, Ë Ø´ÛØ ½ µ is a onedimensional subset of the Ø-dimensional probability simplex Ë Ø , which is defined such that one can freely change the coefficient of the current hypothesis but takes care of the constraints Û ½ ½ and Û ¼. One may also chose Ë Ø´ÛØ ½ µ larger (e.g. Ë Ø´ÛØ ½ µ Ë Ø like in the CG approach) if the minimization in (24) can be implemented efficiently. This may improve the convergence speed in practice. However, in our analysis we only consider the simpler case.
If the first derivatives of ¬ are bounded (which is the case for ¬ ¼), one can lower bound the improvement of ¬ when choosing the weights as in (24) . We have the following result relating the improvement to the gradient with respect to the chosen weight: can conclude that we can lower bound the progress in the loss function ¬ in terms of the gradient of the selected hypothesis.
From the proof of Lemma 6, one can see that it is sufficient to approximate the solution of the minimization in (24) by £ Ñ Ò´½ Õ ¼´ µ ¾Ä µ to achieve the same result. Then the computation becomes even simpler; however, one needs to know the Lipschitz constant Ä beforehand. 10 We have now discussed all parts of our algorithm, which is summarized in Algorithm 1 as pseudo-code. The line marked with £ will become clear in the proof of our convergence theorem.
Here, the gradient with respect to is meant. It is easily shown that it is the same as the gradient with respect to the normalized weight vector.
½¼ For our particular case, it is possible to bound Ä in terms of ¬. However, since the one-dimensional minimization is implemented easily by standard linesearch techniques we omit the details of this simplification. Let us assume ¬ is fixed. To show the convergence towards a minimum of ¬ , we use the so-called auxiliary function technique as used in [60] , [53] , [35] . We define an auxiliary function for a sequence of iterates´ Ø Û Ø µ, Ø ½ ¾ as a continuous function satisfying
The following lemma shows that if one can lower bound the progress in decreasing ¬ by the auxiliary function, one eventually must reach a point close to the solution in a finite number of steps. To show this we adapt a result of [53] , [60] : Lemma 7: Let be an auxiliary function for the se-
Assume the Û Ø 's lie in the Â-dimensional probability simplex and Ø ¾ ½ ½℄. Then any limit point of the above sequence is a minimizer of ¬ on the probability simplex.
Proof: By (27) , ¬´ Ø Û Ø µ is a non-increasing sequence bounded from below by . Therefore, the sequence of differences ¬´ Ø Û Ø µ ¬´ Ø·½ Û Ø·½ µ ¼ converges to zero. By (27) , ´ Ø Û Ø µ must also converge to zero. Since the iterates´ Ø Û Ø µ lie in a compact space, the sequence must have at least one limit point´ Ûµ. By continuity of , we have ´ Ûµ ¼. Therefore, the limit point´ Ûµ is optimal by (28) . Since this holds true for any limit point, we have completed the proof of the lemma. Next, we will show that one can find an auxiliary function for the sequence generated by our algorithm. By an application of Lemma 7 we will conclude that our algorithm will generate optimal solutions. We have: Proposition 8: Assume ¬ ¼ is fixed in Algorithm 1. Suppose the base learner finds in each iteration a hypothesis that satisfies the -optimality criterion as given in (23) for some admissible function . Then any limit point of the sequence´ Ø Û Ø µ is a global minimizer of ¬ on the simplex.
Proof: We have already shown that the progress can be bounded in terms of the negative gradient components. We therefore propose the following function that will be used to define an auxiliary function:
where ¡℄ · is the continuous function defined by Ü℄ · Ñ Ü´¼ Üµ. Let Õ´ µ ¬´ Ø ´½ µÛ Ø · Ø·½ µ (cf. (25) Hence, is an auxiliary function for the iterates generated by our algorithm. We can therefore apply Lemma 7 and conclude that any limit point of this sequence is a global minimizer of ¬ .
Note that we have only used some basic properties of the functional form of ¬ and that the proof holds also for other functions. A similar result has been obtained in [50] , but relying on stronger assumptions on the base learner. Related results have been obtained in [35] for the optimization on a boxconstraint sets of Û (see also [59] ).
The following theorem combines the previous results and shows that our algorithm converges towards a solution of (11), i.e. the original optimization problem the barrier approach is supposed to solve (cf. (16) and (18)):
Theorem 9: Suppose À is a complementation closed, bounded and finite hypothesis set and the base learner Ä À , when called by Algorithm 1, returns a hypothesis that fulfills theoptimality (23). Then any limit point of the output of the algorithm is a solution of (11) .
Proof: The idea of the proof is as follows: For fixed ¬ the algorithm converges to a minimum of ¬ by Proposition 8. Hence, the smallest gradient (duality gap) will converge to zero.
If it is small enough, one reduces ¬ by a factor ¾´¼ ½µ (cf. step £ in Algorithm 1). Since this holds for any ¬ ¼, we can conclude that ¬ ¼. We show that ¬ is reduced only, if the gradient of the full problem (i.e. with respect to all Â ·½ variables) is small. Then, we will show that the gradients do not change drastically, if one reduces ¬. Hence also the gradients of the full problem must converge to zero. Then we can apply Proposition 3 to conclude that any limit point is an optimal solution of (11) .
Let us first bound the gradient of the full problem in terms of the edge returned by the -optimal base learner. By (23) (32) where the sum is only taken over the hypotheses with indices Â with negative gradient components, i.e. where the second sum in the last line is greater than zero (leading to a duality gap, cf. Appendix III-C). Hence, the full gradient is bounded by It is left to show that the gradient does change only slightly, when decreasing ¬ by the factor . This is necessary to show that any limit point solves (11) . For this, we only need to consider the change in the pattern weighting (cf. (19) Hence, we can apply Proposition 3 and conclude that any limit point of the sequence generated by our algorithm is an optimal solution of (11).
D. Examples for Base Learner
In this section we briefly look at some base learners that could be used together with the algorithm above. Which of them should be used depends of course on the problem to be solved. It is important to note that our approach is general enough to use specialized hypothesis classes designed for particular problems, such that either the performance or the interpretability is as good as desired.
We first consider base learners that themselves are linear combinations of some fixed functions Õ :
The functions Õ could e.g. be kernel functions, i.e. Õ´Ü µ ´Ü Ü Õ µ, centered around the training patterns.
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To find the optimal hypothesis for some weighting , the term È AE Ò ½ Ò «´ÜÒ µ needs to be maximized (cf. (22)). As À needs to be bounded, « and Õ´¡ µ, Õ ½ É, need to be bounded, 
This case is in particular interesting when using neural networks which linearly combine several units for the output layer. The structure of the network may e.g. implement some prior knowledge about the problem at hand.
½½ In [55] the concept of active kernels has been proposed (also known as moving centers in [61] ), where one is even optimizing the centers around which the kernel functions are computed. However, then the hypothesis space becomes infinite dimensional and one needs a more deeper treatment of primal/dual problems and the convergence of the corresponding optimization algorithms (cf. [55] ). Here, we restrict us to the finite hypothesis case.
D.3 Decision Stumps
As an even simpler and therefore highly interpretable hypotheses class, we consider decision stumps as frequently used in the boosting community, however, in a slightly different form:
where × is the slope parameter. Each hypothesis is a soft decision stump considering coordinate for splitting at position
. Essentially, linear combinations of those hypotheses can describe boxes in input space (or subspaces, cut in directions of the coordinate axes), which can be interpreted easily.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In the following experiments we will illustrate that our algorithms do what they should do -detecting novelty, anomalies and outliers. As we would like to conduct experiments on which we can evaluate the result by an objective measurement, e.g. how many outliers have been detected and how many normal patterns have been classified as outliers, we need to have labels that are used for evaluation purposes only.
A. Toy Data
We begin with a toy experiment to show some basic properties of the algorithms. The data (cf. Figure 1 ) have been generated from two uniform distributions with differently sized supports (250 patterns). This leads to a large density of patterns in the center, and to a lower density in the periphery. In this toy model, the latter are considered as outliers.
We used decision stumps of the form described in Section IV-D with × (there are ½¼¼¼ different stumps). Figure 1 (4th column) shows the result for the barrier algorithm (cf. Algorithm 1) for Ì ½¼¼ and ¼ . The 5th column in Figure 1 shows the result when directly solving the linear programming problem (11) on all stumps using a simplex method (which becomes intractable when using much more examples or using higher dimensional data). It illustrates how the parameter (from top ( ¼ ½) to bottom ( ¼ ¿)) controls the fraction of outliers (marked as asterisks). Given a value of , the algorithm shrinks the region to be small, yet, to have no more outliers than a fraction . The resulting decision boundary is a superposition of four (soft) decision stumps, yielding a readily interpretable result: it can be translated into simple rules characterizing normality and novelty, outlier or exceptional event. Note that the optimal solution of (11) uses only these four stumps for the combined hypothesis. The barrier algorithm first selects more than four stumps, but then swiftly reduces the weight of all stumps except the four to zero (for instance, after 100 iterations, the weight of two other stumps have been about ½¼ ½ and ½¼ ½¼ ). Furthermore, we show snapshots of the barrier-algorithm at certain levels of ¬ at ¬ ¡ ½¼ ¾ , ½¼ ¾ , ½¼ ¿ and ½¼ . The plots show that for ¬ ¼ the output of our barrier-algorithm converges to the output of a linear problem solver (we used CPLEX) on the right-most. Note, that in some cases the result of the barrier-algorithm for some ¬ ¼ describes the data intuitively better -e.g. the case ¬ ½¼ ¿ and ¼ ¿ looks a bit more appropriate than the LP solution for ¼ ¾. We conjecture that this is due to the implicit regularization properties of the barrier approach. 12 
B. Experiment on USPS database
In a second experiment, we utilized the USPS database of handwritten characters. As base hypothesis set we use RBF kernel functions ´Ü Ü Ò µ ÜÔ Ü ÜÒ ¾ ¼ ¿¡¾ centered around the training patterns, which has been shown useful in several independent studies (cf. e.g. [15] ). Figure 2 shows a plot of the outputs on training and test sets of the US postal service database of handwritten digits. The database contains ¾ digit images of size ½ ¢ ½ ¾ ; the last ¾¼¼ constitute the test set. We fed our algorithm with the training instances of digit ¼ only. Testing was done on both digit ¼ and on all other digits. As shown in Figure 2 , ¼± leads to one false positive (i.e. even though the learning machine has not seen any non-¼-s during training, it correctly identifies almost all non-¼-s as such), while still recognizing ¿ ± of the digits ¼ on the test set. Higher recognition rates can be achieved using a smaller : for ±, we get ¾ ¾± correct recognition of digits ¼ on the test set, with still a fairly moderate false positive rate of ½¿ ±. Similar experiments have been done in [22] for the 1-SVM, with comparable results.
C. Model Selection
A serious problem in the one-class approach -as for every unsupervised learning technique -is how to select the model. Note that commonly used model-selection algorithms, such as crossvalidation, are not easily applicable to the one-class problem. First one has to find an appropriate base-learner. This might be the smaller problem, as one can often derive a specialized algorithm for certain problems (e.g. RBF kernels in OCR). Furthermore one has to find the optimal parameter . Due to the meaning of one may already be able to infer the optimal for the problem at hand: set to the estimated fraction of outliers in the training data. However, in some cases even this fraction might be unknown. For this case we propose a simple heuristic that may help to find an appropriate .
The idea is as follows: For any , the one-class-classifier will find some boundary irrespectively of the quality of separation between the set of accepted and rejected patterns. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved, if it is very clear, i.e. the distance between the two sets is large. We propose to use exactly this intuition as a criterion for model-selection. For given one measures the average output of the classifier for both sets and selects the that separates best.
To illustrate this idea, we conduct an experiment on the USPS data set (cf. last section), where we separate digit "1" against the rest. For training we use the 1-digits and additionally include different fractions ½± ¾ ± of the other digits.
½¾ By the dual of the barrier optimization problem (16) given in Appendix III-A, one sees that for ¬ ¼ one is forcing the distribution vector to have a small relative entropy to the uniform distribution (cf. [8] for some more details). Note that, differently from the LP-approach (which is favoring sparse patterns weights ), the barrier approach tries to avoid this sparseness by using an exponential form (cf. (35)). For each of these data sets, we compute the solution of the oneclass-LP (9) for different values of . 13 For each we com-½¿ Good optimization packages (e.g. CPLEX) have a useful feature that allows to change coefficients in the objective function (in our case ) and to obtain an updated solution with low computational effort. is very distinct (cf. Figure 3 left) and coincides very well with the minimum in the test error (cf. Figure 3 right and Figure 4) . In some cases characterized by a very small gap between inand outliers, we observed that the maximum is erroneously achieved for ½ or ¼. This is to be expected as our model selection heuristic assumes a clear separation between true data and outliers.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have studied the correspondence between SVMs and boosting-like methods.
They both work in very highdimensional feature spaces. They differ, however, in how they deal with the algorithmic problems that this can cause. One can think of boosting as a SV approach in a high dimensional feature space spanned by the base hypotheses. The problem becomes tractable since an effective ½ -norm regularizer is used. This induces sparsity, hence we never really work in the full space, but always in a small subspace. On the other hand, one can think of the SVM as a "boosting" approach in a high-dimensional space. In SVMs, we use the kernel trick and therefore never explicitly work in the feature space. Therefore, SVMs get away without having to use ½ -norm regularizers; indeed, they could not use them, as the kernel only allows computation of the ¾ -norm in feature space. Both methods lead to sparse solutions, either in sample (coefficient) space (SVMs), or in feature space (boosting), and both methods are adapted to algorithmically exploit the form of sparsity they produce.
Besides providing insight, this correspondence has concrete practical benefits for designing new algorithms. In fact, it gives rise to a simple recipe to transfer algorithms: the SV-kernel is replaced by an appropriately constructed hypothesis space for leveraging where the optimization of an analogous mathematical program is done using ½ instead of ¾ norm. Vice versa, given a hypothesis set, it could be translated into a SV-kernel by Eq. (7) . Here, we have employed the recipe to devise a leveraging algorithm for novelty detection. The new algorithm combines the ideas and benefits of -Arc and the column-generation algorithm for boosting. It converges to the solution of a linear program similar to the 1-SVM program.
In experiments we have shown the promise of a new research direction in boosting: unsupervised learning. The focus of our contribution is to be seen on the theoretical and conceptual side. On the practical side this paper has conducted experiments on both: toy data and real-world OCR data, to demonstrate the proof of concept. Other interesting real-world one-class applications are e.g. the challenging splice-site detection problem on DNA (cf. [63] , [64] ).
Future theoretical research will be dedicated to incorporate prior knowledge to obtain one-class algorithms that are eventually faster, better, more general, and easier to understand and interpret. In particular the extension of our algorithms to infinite hypothesis classes and the derivation of more theoretically motivated model-selection methods for the one-class classification problem are challenging. 
A. Duality for the Barrier Problem
Let us start with the following problem, for which we show that it is the dual optimization problem of (16) 
B. Duality for the Linear Program
To derive the dual of (9), one could follow the same derivations as for the last optimization problem. For brevity we omit a detailed derivation and just show that the (9) is obtained by letting ¬ go to zero in (18) . For this consider the terms in the sum of (18) 
C. Duality Gap
The duality gap is the difference between primal and dual objective for some given primal and dual variables. If all variables are feasible and the duality gap is zero, one has reached an optimal primal and dual solution. We compute the duality gap for a given Û, where and Õ are given as in (35) . Then, it can easily be seen that the variable¯is feasible and optimal for 
The last line is equivalent to Ñ Ü ½ Â ¬´ Ûµ Û ¼.
